Future simple passive

Exercise 3. Use the words to make sentences. __________________

What will be done before the birthday party

invitations | send

..............................................................

tidy up | the house

..............................................................

into the living room | a big table | bring

..............................................................

put | in a vase | flowers

..............................................................

buy | in a supermarket | drinks

..............................................................

make | sandwiches

..............................................................

in a restaurant | pizzas | order

..............................................................

choose | the greatest hits

..............................................................

for the party | walls and ceilings | decorate

..............................................................

ask | parents | to go far away

..............................................................
Answer key

Exercise 3

Invitations will be sent.

The house will be tidied up.

A big table will be brought into the living room.

Flowers will be put in a vase.

Drinks will be bought in a supermarket.

Sandwiches will be made.

Pizzas will be ordered in a restaurant.

The greatest hits will be chosen.

Walls and ceilings will be decorated for the party.

Parents will be asked to go far away.